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Abstract-Cloud Computing is a phenomenon technology that
has enabled many other technologies like Internet of Things,
Artificial Intelligence as Cloud has solved many problems like
storage over the internet and sensors connectivity with the
applications which can be controlled from anywhere. This
paper describes the introduction to cloud computing, its types
and benefits. Companies like Amazon and Microsoft are
providing the best cloud services with plethora of functions
with their products like AWS and Azure. One of the biggest
problem related with Cloud is Security as data is stored in
third party infrastructure. It has the recent big data breaches on
some of the biggest cloud vendors and on some of the Fortune
Top 100 companies like Accenture, Deloitte etc. This paper
explains the privacy and security issues related with cloud
computing. Also, some problems related with CIA
(Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) are also explained
in this paper.
Keywords-Cloud, SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, Cloud
Confidentiality, Cloud Hacks, Amazon AWS.

because it is placed on several datacenters. Hence, latency for
application can be improved.

Fig.1: Cloud Computing Architecture[16]
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I.
INTRODUCTION
A cloud is a special type of network that relies on shared bunch
of resources rather than having local servers or personal
contrivances to deliver computing services. The concept of
cloud computing has been escalating since it first invented in
early 1970s.IT Companies offers these computing services are
called cloud providers with Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Cisco
etc leading the way and charge for their computing services
based on factors such as usage, cost, elasticity, storage and so
on. Cloud computing provides myriad benefits to end users
which are as follows:
A. Elasticity
Cloud platform gives elasticity to its user which eliminates
the need for gigantic investments in local infrastructure.
B. Self-service provision
A user can compute resources without any interfering
with administrator or any other regulatory body.
C. Migration flexibility
Organizations can move certain workloads [12] to or from
the cloud server or to different platforms for better cost
savings or to use new services as they emerge.
D. Reliability
Cloud computing makes data secure, provides backup of
data, disaster recovery and allows business continuity, as
data can be stored at multiple redundant sites on the cloud
network.
E. Performance
The biggest advantage of cloud computing services is
performance. The data over the network is fast and efficient,

a.

b.

II.
CLOUD COMPUTING TYPES
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
Infrastructure as a Service, can be abbreviated as IaaS. The
main purpose of IaaS is to develop and deployment of
PaaS, SaaS, and web-scale applications.
Platform as a Service (PaaS)
Platforms as a service eliminate the need for organizations
to manage the infrastructure (i.e. hardware and operating
systems) and allow user to focus on the deployment and
management of applications.

c.

Software as a Service (SaaS)
Software as a Service provides a completed solution that
is run and managed by the service provider. SaaS
applications can be run directly from browsers without any
installations.
Based on a cloud location, we can classify cloud in 3
different section:
• Public
• Private
• Hybrid
Public cloud is a third-party cloud service provider which
delivers the cloud service over the internet. Public cloud
services are provided according to user’s need or usage. In this
model, the end customers only pay for the bandwidth or
service they consume.
Private cloud refers to usage of a cloud network solely by
single customer or organization. It is not shared with other
users, although it is remotely located. By using private cloud, it
easier for an organization to customize it according to meet
specific IT requirements. Private clouds are often used by midto large-size organizations or government sectors where
flexibility and security are at top priority.
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Hybrid Cloud is a combination of both public and private
cloud. It gives greater flexibility and more data deployment
features to user. Figure 1.2 below depicts hybrid cloud:
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VI.

MASSIVE DATA AND INTENSIVE
COMPUTATION
As Cloud Vendors have all the infrastructure that make a data
center capable of intensive computation, therefore these
massive resources need a much better security than traditional
security mechanisms and have newer and different security
requirements which are needed to be fulfilled in order to make
a trustworthy cloud
VII. RECENT AWS AND AZURE SECURITY FLAWS

Fig.2: Private/Public/Hybrid Cloud[17]
III. CLOUD COMPUTING CHALLENGES
Apart from many benefits that AWS Cloud provides, there are
some security issues that it faces from day one. Three major
challenges with Cloud Computing in order to build a secure
and trustworthy cloud are explained below
IV. OUTSOURCING
Outsourcing is one of the reason cloud customers are using it
because it reduces capital and operation expenditure of cloud
customers. But it also means, that customers do not retain the
total control on hardware [3], software and data. Amazon
makes sure that Client’s data remain secure and confidential on
AWS, but there is no such thing as 100 percent security and
most of the times configuration issues at the client end makes
cloud vulnerable. Therefore to overcome this challenge, a
cloud has to be trustworthy and should provide security
services like confidentiality and integrity.
V.
MULTI-TENANCY
Almost all Cloud computing vendors share their cloud among
multiple customers. Virtualization and Containerization is used
heavily by Cloud Vendors to optimize the resource allocation
and to manage the resources in a much better manner. There is
a pretty common but also risky situation as different
customer’s data is stored in same physical machine.
Adversaries can exploit this type of vulnerability and can
launch different type of attacks like flooding attacks [1] etc and
if the best security practices are not used, then it can result in
fatal damage for the cloud vendor and customer. Different
vendors like Amazon, Microsoft, Google provides virtual web
based firewall services to secure the cloud. For example
Amazon AWS provides Shield application which can be
configured and tuned for DDOS protection. Even if one can
have Shield protection from Amazon AWS, another problem
lies in configuring or integration of Cloud with the Shield as it
requires special kind of knowledge in security domain to
accurately configure Shield and most of the end users using
Cloud without any security expert can create problem.

A. Accenture AWS Data Breach
In one of the recent data breaches, Accenture accidently
configured four S3 buckets in AWS as public[1][14]. Any
user who is able to get the URL got the access to
download data in those buckets. Those S3 buckets
contained hundreds of GBs of data, that also had some
passwords and private signing keys.
B. Time Warner Data Breach
Another data breach which was highlighted a lot was a
misconfiguration by Time Warner Cable[14] in their
Amazon S3 buckets which made them public and along
with that around 4 million Time Warner Cable customers
have their personal information exposed to the public
internet.
C. Uber Security Breach
Uber[14] was also affected with the AWS data breach. It
was infamous as Uber did not notify its 57 million hacked
customers and drivers that their information is
compromised and bribed hackers with a payment of
$100,000 to keep incident quiet. The problem occurred
when two hackers were able to gain access of Uber’s
private Github account and from where they were also
able to get into company’s AWS credentials.
D. Deloitte Azure Breach
Attackers were able to access the administrator account of
Deloitte [15] email service which was hosted on
Microsoft Azure. This account was not protected by twofactor authentication. Hackers also get the access to
usernames, passwords, architectural designs for
businesses and health information.
VIII. CLOUD RISKS
Cloud does bring lots of risks which are needed to be mitigated
in order to have a secure cloud. All these risks related with the
cloud are explained below:
a. Denial of Service(DoS)
It is an issue which is always integrated with the servers. One
of the biggest risk that one can face after using cloud
infrastructure is that attack on some other user’s cloud would
also affect your cloud if you are using same vendor cloud. If an
attack on some server which is not related to you is attacked,
then it can result in either slowing down your services or
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Disrupt [6][7] your services completely. Amazon AWS or
Microsoft Azure are not providing DDoS protection by default.
So if your instance is not the target, still your services can get
affected as you may have your Virtual Machine instance or
container on same physical machine which is under attack.
b. Data Breaches
One of the biggest risk related with Cloud is data breaches.
Data should be protected with the encryption[2][4] keys which
can be integrated with Amazon S3 and only decryption key[12]
can decrypt the data in S3 Cloud to make it secure. Google,
Amazon, Microsoft etc provides cryptography[3][8-10] options
which should be enabled and configured along with the data
buckets to secure them in order to reduce the chances of data
breaches.
c. Data Loss
Data Loss is another big risk[11] with the Cloud. Clouds like
AWS, Azure and Digital Ocean etc provides replication or
redundancy services, but if your cloud is not providing that and
storage failure like instances can result in Data Loss.
IX. CONCLUSION
Cloud Computing is a technology which is making
revolutionary shifts in the IT and other industries. Cloud
Computing can be integrated with other technologies like
Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things. Almost all the
businesses are moving their data and applications to the cloud.
This paper includes different risks and challenges related with
the cloud. One of the major concerns with the Cloud Service
Providers and the customers is security of the data and
applications in the cloud. Being accessed over the internet,
cloud can be vulnerable to different security attacks like
DDoS(Distributed
Denial
of
Service),
Man-in-theMiddle(MiTM) etc. Other problems like data loss and data
breaches are also increasing every day and has become a big
concern for Cloud Service Providers. Therefore it is important
not only for the cloud service providers, but also the cloud
customers using services like AWS, Azure etc to use best
security practices to prevent or avoid any occurrences of data
breaches or DDoS like attacks on the cloud.
X.
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